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email:    info@riverside-furniture.com

ASSEMBLY STEPS :

1.  After moving the Bookcase to near its final location in the room, insert the Shelf
Pins (A) into the desired level of holes in the end panels.  Then place the Wood

     Shelves (B) on them.

There are levelers located underneath the bottom front corners which can be adjusted
to compensate for uneven flooring if needed.  Using two persons, have one person
tilt the top of the bookcase towards the wall while another reaches underneath and
screws the leveler either up or down as required.



Door alignment and tracking can be
adjusted by turning the adjustment
screw of the bottom roller plates to
move the top of the doors to the left or
right as required so the doors are
aligned from top to bottom.  Only very
minimal roller adjustment should be
needed to correct any alignment
problems.  If entire door must be moved
either up or down, both rollers must be
adjusted. These adjustments should
only be performed by experienced
furniture repair personnel.

To install the Front and Rear Sliding Doors:
A:  The guide pins on the Upper Guides must be retracted by pressing down on the tip of the guide

pin until it clicks and is locked in a retracted position.
B:  Install Rear sliding door by placing the bottom guide rollers of the door onto the track installed

in the shelf below.
C:  Fix the top end by pressing in on the upper guide pin and pushing the pin upward, with the

pin going into the correct groove above.
D:  Repeat for the other door guide pin and repeat the previous steps to install the Front Door.
Check both doors for smooth operation and fit.  If required, door "fit" can be modified by adjusting

the rollers at the bottom of the doors.  Refer to the diagram below.

If the door must be removed from the cabinet, place the tip of your finger on the button of the top
mechanism and hook your fingernail at the top edge of the button.  If you have very short
fingernails, a small flat screwdriver can also be used.  While pressing in on the button, using your
fingernail slide the button down until it locks down in the retracted position.  Repeat for the other
guide pin.  Carefully tilt the top of the door outward, lift door out of the bottom track and lay door
on a soft surface.

Button

Upper Guide

Adjusting this roller
down will move the top
of the door to the right.
Adjusting roller up will
move the top of the door
to the left.

Adjusting this roller
down will move the top
of the door to the left.
Adjusting roller up will
move the top of the
door to the right.
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